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Stockholm Archipelago, News & Highlights 2021
Just a few minutes away from the city of Stockholm, the archipelago begins. With
nearly 30,000 islands, islets and rocks - from Arholma in the north to Landsort in
the south - each with its own character. Here is a selections of news and highlights
for 2021.
New commuting ferry to Rindö and Vaxholm
Starting in the fall of 2020 there will be a trial of a new ferry
line between Stockholm and Rindö, stopping at a few islands
on the way. The ferry is apart of the Stockholm public
transportation ticket system. sl.se

Island Glamping
Glamping has been a strong trend for several years and
during 2020 two more companies started offering
Glamping tents: Sälstationen on Gålö and Aktiv Skärgård
on Utö.

Stockholm Archiplago Taxi Boat App
During the summer of 2020 a new app was launched,
gathering the taxi boat companies in the archipelago. The
app makes it easier for visitors to find and book a taxi boat
as well as communicating with and paying the captain.
stockholmarchipelago.se

Kayak & sauna experience
Outdoor company Skärgårdens Kanotcenter, based right
outside Vaxholm, launched a new product where guests
can combine a guided kayak tour and a visit to their brand
new sauna. As always, an outdoor lunch or a Swedish fika
is included, making it the perfect adventure for visitors
wanting to experience the local Swedish lifestyle.
kanotcenter.com

Gistholmen - new island destination
Gistholmen is a little island in the central archipelago. There
are 21 small and brand new holiday cottages with cooking
facilities, a clubhouse, a sauna and a service building. Of
course, there’s also the calm sea, sun-warmed rocks and small
beaches, the forest trails with blueberry bushes and the green
meadow in the middle of the island. gistholmen.com
Yxlö Tours - local experiences
New activity company Yxlö Tours offers their guests true
archipelago experiences, choose between the Swedish Fika
with a view package or a Fisherman´s tales tour where you
join a local fisherman for a few hours out at sea in
combination with a delicious waffle lunch in their boat house.
yxlotours.com
Möja Inn and Bakery
Möja - an idyllic archipelago island lined with small villages
and well-preserved harbors in the central archipelago is also
the home of a well known inn: Möja Värdshus. Newly
renovated, the inn not only offers lunch and dinner, but also a
bed & breakfast above the inn and old bakery. Imagine
waking up to the scent of freshly baked cinnamon buns.
mojavardshus.se
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The Magical Season - new fall manual
In 2020 we launched a new manual which is meant
to serve as inspiration for anyone working with
the archipelago as a destination. Towards the end of
August many seasonal guests return to Stockholm which
makes it the perfet time to enjoy the archipelago, in a
more calm and subtle manner than during the busy
summer months. See manual.
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